
Say hello to Ducab.
We are global leaders in the development, manufacture, and 
distribution of world-class solutions to the energy sector. 

With an increasing focus on renewables, Ducab 

produces advanced copper and aluminium wire and 

cable products, and overhead conductors, as part of its 

end-to-end energy solutions.  From our home base in 

The Emirates, we work with customers across 45 

countries in the Middle East, Africa, Asia, Australasia, 

Europe, and the Americas. Founded in 1979, today the 

company is jointly owned by Investment Corporation of 

Dubai and Abu Dhabi’s ADQ. 

Ducab operates six high-tech manufacturing facilities 

and manages its own research and development, and 

specialised testing laboratories. We employ more than 

1,400 people and contribute annual revenues of over 

US$1.4 billion to the UAE economy. Our sister company 

Ducab HV provides power transmission solutions, while 

our metals business DMB provides high-quality 

aluminium and copper industrial products to customers 

around the world. 
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Ducab Jebel Ali | Dubai

Ducab HV and EHV | Dubai

Ducab Musa�ah Factory M1 | Abu Dhabi

Ducab Copper Rod Plant M1 | Abu Dhabi

Ducab Musa�ah Factory M2 | Abu Dhabi

DMB | KIZAD | Abu Dhabi

Our facilities include

Ducab o�ers world-class products and services, serving a wide 
variety of industry verticals.

Metals

Copper rod and wire

BARE conductors

Tinned coper wire

Aluminium rods and overhead conductors

Oil and gas

MV cables for OGP industries

Lead sheathed power, control, and auxiliary cables

Instrumentation and pilot cables

PetroBICC cables with polyamide solutions

Utilities and construction

Ducab HV/EHV up to 400 kV

Ducab PowerPlus MV cables

XLPE Insulated low voltage cables

PVC Insulated wiring cable

Ducab SmokeMaster LSZH cables

DuFlex �exible cables

DuPan panel wires

Specialised cables and accessories 

Ducab FlamBICC | Fire performance cables

Ducab RuBICC | Flexible rubber cables for mining and 

other applications

Ducab MarineBICC | Maritime vessel cables

Ducab NuBICC | Sixty-year certi�ed cable range for 

nuclear power plants

Ducab SolarBICC | Cables and wires for solar plants and 

solar panel systems

Ducab RailBICC | Complete rail solutions

Ducab PetroBICC | Cables with Polyamide solutions

Rv-K Cables | Flexible cables

Arctic Cables | Low temperature �exible cables

Ducab Connect | Cable components and accessories

Energy for change.+971 4 815 8888 | ducab.com


